
Hello I’m Nurse John

As i finish the last of my preparations i hear the doorbell ring i
quickly clean everything up and make my way to the door to meet
my first client i open the door and see that it’s the Lt. Surge
most people would be surprised about having a rather hot headed
and intimidating Pokemon Gym Leader in their presence however
i’ve dealt with intimating figures my whole life so Lt. Surge here

is no different

I smile warmly and say “hello sir could you please deposit your
pokemon in the PC over there” the Strapping Gym Leader
timidly walks over to the PC and deposits his pokemon before
walking back to me i then direct him to the counter and i show him

a document and i explain that this document is a release of
information form basically stating that he will consent to the
treatment given to him after Lt. Surge timidly signs it i look

over the document and smile warmly again



I then take Lt. Surge upstairs and i hand him a bag and say
“ok Surge i’m gonna need you to put any personal belongings in
this bag you will get them back when you leave” after Surge
puts everything in the bag i put his name on the bag and i place it
in a closet i then take Surge by the hand and i lead him to

another room

“ok Surge i just want you to know that your going to start off
as a newborn that means no walking your only going to be

getting bottles and very little playtime understood?”

Surge only nodded i sighed it was obvious that this was his first
time and i couldn’t blame him anyone would be nervous there first
time i led Surge to the Newborn Nursery and that was when
Surge let go of my hand and walked inside to take a look
around that was when i saw him smile for the first time



I let Surge explore for a bit but then i directed him over to the
changing table and once he was on top of it i told him to lay

down and then i started to undress him things were going smoothly
until i tried to remove his pants Surge jumped and i took a step
back Surge quickly apologized i gave an understanding nod and
told Surge that i would leave the room so that he could finish the

rest Surge nodded his head

I waited outside the room for 15 minutes but than i knocked on
the door and Surge gave me the ok i walked in and when i saw
that Surge was covering his princess parts i couldn’t help but
chuckle i then approached the crib took something out of it than i
came over to Surge and i handed him a Raichu Plushie
Surge’s eyes lit up like a firework Surge instantly started to
cuddle the plushie and i took the opportunity to get him diapered

up



I started to gently rub baby oil and lotion into his skin the
moment the lotion touched Surge’s princess parts he yelped i had
to fight the urge to laugh thankfully i maintained my composure
and continued Surge started to squirm a little and i found it to be
incredibly cute but my favorite part was grabbing both of his
ankles and lifting him up he was so surprised that a meek little
thing like me could lift up a whole man by his ankles i placed the

diaper underneath and laid his tush down onto it

Surge’s face started to turn beat red and than he hid his face into
his Raichu Plushie then i sprinkled some powder onto his
Princess parts and i taped the diaper onto him when Surge

looked down at the Great Ball themed diaper he blushed Surge
then sat up and began to poke at the diaper i thought that this was
adorable when Surge wasn’t paying attention i took a photo and
smiled then i went over to the wardrobe and grabbed a onesie and

matching mittens and booties



I then told Surge to make uppy arms and Surge hesitantly
did so i then placed the onesie onto Surge the onesie was designed
to resemble a Pichu with a matching tail and hood it also had
matching mittens and booties i happily popped them on and the

look was complete

“Ok little one i’m gonna let you have a little playtime ok”
Surge scooted off the changing table and got onto his knees he
held his Raichu plushie tightly looking around he looked a little
lost i chuckled and walked over to the toy chest and pulled out a
round ball with a Drifloon on it and i rolled it over to him

Surge cocked his head timidly before rolling it back and i smiled
and showered him with praise Surge then smiled and after a few
more turns of rolling the ball he got on his hands and knees and
crawled over to the toy chest and started to pull out some toys and
then he started playing i smiled and sat in the rocking chair and i

just watched as he played



I let little Surgie play for another half hour before I got up
and went downstairs to grab a bottle. When I returned I
saw Surge waiting on the other side of the door. He looked
like he was about to cry “where did you go… i thought you left” i
was so surprised it does seem like Surge is sinking into little
space at an alarming rate i bent down and gave Surge a nice
warm hug Surge hugged back and then i led Surge over to the
couch and i told Surge to get on the couch and lay his head on

my lap

I then revealed the bottle and i put the nip to his mouth Surge
quickly started to suckle on the bottle and i smiled i could sense
that Surge was melting into his little space i then began to hum a
sweet song when the bottle was empty i then told Surge to sit in
my lap facing me and i told him to lean on my shoulder once

Surge was in the position i patted his back and he burped loudly



I then gave Surge a nice long cuddle what followed was me
helping Surge into the bassinet i handed him his Raichu plush
and he began to get comfy i smiled and switched the baby monitor
on and i opened the music box soon a loving song began to play
and i sat in the Rocking chair where Surge could still see me

then i began to read a book

Within a few Minutes Surge was happily drifting off to sleep

When i was sure he was asleep i slowly left the room and i
decided to do some house work and prepare a meal for myself

when i had finished the chores i made myself a fruit smoothie and a
ham sandwich i then ate my food and began to relax some of you
maybe wondering if i’m a type of Nurse Joy and to answer
your question i am a type of Nurse Joy just a male version but

i refer to myself as Nurse John



But i’m more of a therapist than anything else also the lack of
Pokemon is also quite strange but i do in fact use Pokemon i
just prefer to keep them out back away from the clients and i’m

actually an accomplished trainer believe it or not

When i finish my food i quickly start to do the dishes but than i
hear some whining on the baby monitor i walk upstairs and i see
that Surge is squirming around uncomfortably it doesn’t take

long for me to realize what’s wrong i get Surge to lay still and i
start to massage and apply pressure to Surge’s gut and after a

few moments i started to hear hissing

Once it was all out Surge whined i then took him over to the
changing table where i got him cleaned up what followed was me
feeding Surge another Bottle of milk then i played with him
then i told him a story and i let him play under the baby gym



By this point Surge had gotten the hang of things he started
using baby words and with a little help from me he was using his
pamps like he should and Surge was the happiest ABDL
Newborn i’ve ever seen but like all things Surge’s stay had come
to an end once i helped him out of little space i returned all of

Surge’s clothes and belongings i then gifted him the very Raichu
plushie he loved so much Surge then gave me a hug and judging
by the overdue duration of said hug Surge must have really

enjoyed his stay Surge then left out the door

I then let my Pokemon inside i have an ElgyemMusharna
and a Gothorita these three help me out a lot with my therapy and
i love having them around they are so nice and welcoming i then
walk back upstairs to the newborn Nursery and i start to clean it
up once everything is spic and span i continue with my normal day



Fussy baby Falkner

I was enjoying a lovely cup of coffee when i heard a loud
“Dada!” i sighed and put my mug down and walked to the
living room where i see little Falkner whining and reaching up
for me i sigh and lift him up and hold him in my arm within

seconds Falkner calms down and i sigh Falkner is one of my
more fussy babs he needs to be held all the time and he hates being
put down so as you can guess my job is hard pretty soon i sit

down on the Sofa and i put on a cartoon and Falkner looks to
the screen sucking on his blue paci i take this moment to relax but
then my lap starts to get warm and i stand up and i carry

Falkner to the changing room i then laid Falkner on the
changing table and he looked up and whined and started to fuss
his sweet heart out i eventually got him to calm down with the use

of the mobile



I then spoke up and said “now Falkner if you keep fussing i
can’t change you and if i don’t change you you’ll get a rash again
and you were so miserable the last time right?” Falkner nodded
his head and then he let me change him Falkner was such a good
boy once he was in a clean pamp i picked him up again and i took

him back out to the living room

I then placed Falkner back into the playpen and before he
could whine i turned to Falkner and said “hun i need you to
keep yourself entertained for a bit while i get coffee i’ll be be back

real soon can you be good for me”

Falkner looked up to me and said “but Daddy i get lonely” i
couldn’t help but smile “ok little one i’ll get my coffee and be right
back ok?” Falkner looked at me with puppy dog eyes and said

“k k Daddy”



I then went to get my coffee and i came right back and i
continued to drink it “ahh liquid patience” i then let my pokemon
into the room and Falkner is instantly entranced by them and
my Pokemon respond by moving to him and they start to play i
chuckled and take a photo with my phone once i finish my coffee i

then stand up and walk over to my charge

“Ok everyone thank you for keeping this sweet child distracted but
i think it’s time for his num nums” Falkner then smiled and
raised his arms i picked him up and take him to the kitchen and i
place him in the High chair i smiled and ruffled Falkner’s hair
he giggled and i begin to look for some of Falkner’s preferred
baby food oddly enough Falkner prefers the weird flavors like
ham and peaches and broccoli i grab three of his preferred favorites
and i come back over to him and then here comes the hard part



I sigh and and grab a spoonful of puree and i start to feed
Falkner who eagerly turns his head away i internally groan then
i try again after my 9th attempt i managed to get the spoonful
into his mouth Falkner gives a pleased expression at the

incredibly odd flavor but he decided to fuss and the last spoonful
ends up on Falkner’s bib when i move to the second jar is another
story because Falkner decides to fuss some more and in the

process only two spoonfuls end up going into Falkner’s maw and
a majority of it ends up on me Falkner happily giggles

completely content with my sudden makeover i simply shrug it off
and attempt to feed Falkner the final jar

For the final round Falkner fussed only once apparently he
took pity on me because he ate all his food i then wiped his face
with napkin I then let Falkner out of the high chair and i
grabbed a bottle and i walked out into the living room



I begin to feed my charge Falkner curls up in my hand as i
bottle feed him i start to hum a song Falkner smiles and closes
his eyes and when i burp him it is clear that my little man is tired i
can’t help but coo at how cute he is Falkner is a very serious
Gym Leader so i here so it’s absolutely adorable to see him this
way but sadly i keep this to myself and i’m happy with that “i
wanna stay with Daddy” Falkner said as he was still trying
to fight the sandman i side and hugged my little one and said “i

know little one but you know why you can’t stay”

Falkner started to whine as he slowly started to succumb to sleep
“but Daddy’s so warm…” Falkner said as he finally fell asleep
i sighed and pushed a paci into his mouth and i carried him to the

nursery and i laid him inside the crib



I then walked out of the room i then take a shower and put on
some more casual clothing i then check my phone and lucky
enough Falkner’s payment went through i move to the living

room and i sit in the father chair and my Pokemon gather around
me and i happily start to spend time with them we played games
and i took them outside for late night training we practice by

hitting targets with the help of a bolt launcher the key is to try to
stop them in mid flight perfectly after several tries everyone of my

pokemon manage to succeed with flying colors

After the training i reward my partners with a wonderful meal
then i turn in for the night i slept through half the night until i was
woken up i immediately looked to the baby monitor and i see that
Falkner is awake i quickly splash my face with cold water and i
walk to the nursery i turn on the light and see my Falkner seems
really upset i come over and pick him up and i see one of the

possible reasons why Falkner woke up no one likes a messy tush



I lay Falkner down onto the changing table and after getting
my charge to calm down i start to get him fresh once my little man
is all better i put on a fresh night pamp i pick Falkner up and i
take him to the father chair and i sit down with my charge sitting

on my lap

Falkner held me tight and close “little one are you upset about
tomorrow” i asked as Falkner nodded his head “i want to stay
with Daddy he’s so nice and kind and he always makes me feel
better i wanna stay i don’t want to be a Gym Leader anymore”

My heart was quickly starting to ache at his words i sighed and
said “Falkner why don’t you train a new gym Leader that way

you can retire then you could live here”



Falkner was so excited to hear my suggestion he actually wanted
to leave now but i reminded him of his current attire and at that
moment he stopped dead in his tracks then i took Falkner to my
room and i let him sleep in my room the next morning Falkner
quickly got out of bed got a shower and put on his normal attire
then i saw him off he had the biggest smile on his face as he ran
out i sighed to think a Gym Leader giving up his position to be
with me it’s so baffling to me am i really that good so many

questions so little time

End of Episode 2



ABDLTwins Maxie and Archie

It was early Summer i was preparing for a double booking
whoever they were they paid for an entire month and they paid in
advanced i have to say it did throw my entire schedule out of
whack for a time but i somehow managed to get everything
straightened out once i got all the rooms prepared i went

downstairs and started to prepare bottles as well as make some
puree it was very relaxing i also fed my Pokemon their dinner

while i was at it

Then there was a knock at the door i smiled and brushed the dirt
off my apron and i went to the front room and i opened the door

and saw two infamous individuals



Maxie the leader of TeamMagma and Archie the leader of
Team Aqua nevertheless i direct them to the PC and i tell them
to deposit there Pokemon the two give me a curious look and
Maxie speaks up and says “your not intimidated by us”

I shake my head no “i would be if you both hadn’t paid for an
entire month of pampering now hurry up” the two then deposited
their pokemon and i proceeded with putting their personal

possessions away then i led them up the stairs “so i take it you two
aren’t new to the ABDL Treatment since you called upon

my services”

They both remained silent i chuckled and led them to the newborn
Nursery i turned around and said “well since you both choose to
remain silent I’ll start you off with the basics i took both Archie
and Maxie by the hand and i sit them both on the changing

table where i undressed them



To my surprise these two were incredibly submissive i swear i
heard giggles at times once me new charges had been stripped down

i gently pushed them onto their backs and then i went to the
wardrobe i tried to find the appropriate outfits for my new charges
and there was nothing well you can never go wrong with the basics
i simply picked out two shirts both of them matching the theme of
both Archie and Maxie i then took the opportunity to rub lotion

and powder into my newest charges

The two weir very squirmy as most new babs are i started to
diaper up Maxie he was a little mad that i chose a normal Love
Ball Pamp for him but i blew on his tummy and soon he was

back to being happy

Archie was more accepting of the Love ball Diaper design it
seemed Archie was gonna be a good boy once my two charges

were pampered up i would put red booties on Maxie and i would



put blue booties on Archie followed by matching mittens then came
the shirts i put a blue azuril themed shirt on Archie he really
seemed to like it and for Maxie i gave him a Magby themed

shirt he pouted huffing then saying

Maxie: i wanna wear Groudon

Nurse John: i’m sorry hun but your too little to wear
Groudon now since your both newborns your kinda gonna be
confined to this nursery for a bit but as things progress you may

be able to move out of this nursery

I would then move Archie over to a blue bassinet and i would
place Maxie in the red bassinet beside it the two looked so cute i
would then activate the mobile hanging above them it instantly
catches their attention i watch both of them for a while Archie
starts to kick his feet in the air playfully while Maxie sucks on



his fingers seemingly mesmerized by the mobile still i make my
way downstairs to go get bottles for my little ones

I quickly walk downstairs past my beloved Pokemon who are
happily enjoying their free time i grab two bottles and make my
way upstairs as i get close to the door to the nursery i hear some
delightful cooing it honestly makes me smile to see them sinking

into little space

Either way i happily walk in a smile on my face as i give
Maxie and Archie their bottles the two happily start to suckle
away and watching them be this adorable almost made me realize
that even leaders of crime syndicates can be adorable at times

For the next hour i entertained Maxie and Archie with
Daddy time being held in their bassinets nap time was when i was
able to get a lot of things done but due to their newborn status



were increasingly short the changes were the most interesting part
mainly because both Maxie and Archie reacted to it in a

different way

Archie was incredibly calm sweet and overall a good boy
meanwhile Maxie was … quote un quote a brat in every sense of
the word either way i almost got kicked in the face resulting in

harsh spanking with my good ole paddle

But this was how the first part of the month went i have had
trouble some babs before and Maxie was no different

On the night of 15th a terrible storm had picked up and a
incredibly loud clap of thunder woke me up from a sleep i sat up
in my bed and looked outside i listened for a few moments to see if
my charges had woken up there was silence but then another clap



of thunder came down and it might have been even louder then the
first

And at that moment all i heard was

Archie &Maxie: Daddy! Daddy!

I sighed putting on my bath robe i walk into the adjoining room
i hear loud whimpers i go over to the bassinets and see both Archie
and Maxie each dressed in themed footed Jammies Archie in
Azuril jammies and Maxie in Magby jammies they each had

their hoods on their heads

Nurse John: oh bubbas it’s ok i’m here now i won’t let
anything happen to either of you

‘
Saying that did calm them down a little but at this point there

was only one thing that can make these babies feel better



Nurse John: ok how about we all camp out in my room

At that comment both Archie and Maxie made uppy arms and
i happily scooped each of them up placing them both on my hip
and walking to my room i place both my babies on the bed i then
close the curtains and i put on a movie i took off my robe and got
in the center of my babies and they cuddled around me i would

then wrap my arms around them

As the Movie was playing i discovered Archie’s only bad little
traite he likes to ask questions all of witch i happily answered

Maxie was actually pretty silent when it came to the movie witch
was surprising this was the most well behaved he has ever been this
time when another clap of thunder hit’s my babs barely even

acknowledge it i think my presence is an incredibly calming force
for them soon the three of us were outcold



I woke up the next morning to find both my babs gone i got up
looked around and found the door ajar i then began looking for
them i look around the nursery and find some crayon drawings on
the floor looking at them i see they are of Maxie and Archie
with their preferred pokemon and then i found a picture with all
three of us together and that warmed my heart i then continued my
search for my two babs i went out to the hall and saw that the
baby gate was still up so they couldn’t be downstairs and then i

hear giggling

Soon i see that the upstairs playroom door is open and following
a hunch i walk inside and see both my babs at play they are
happily playing with blocks and taking turns knocking it over i
stealthfully pull out my rotom phone and capture this moment
saving it to my memoirs the click catches the attention of my babs
who look over and smile i soon come over to join them sitting

inbetween them and helping when i can



I find that when my Babs are playing they get more enjoyment
from me being near mainly so i can shower them with praise either
way it was a good time soon i took both my babs back into the

nursery and i removed their jammies

Upon getting both my babs down to their pamps i noticed that
their love balls had changed to premier balls meaning that they

were properly used so changies ensued

For the first time Maxie didn’t give me any trouble he closed
his eyes and happily embraced the pampering i was giving him and
i smiled i smiled happily and moved to changing Archie witch was
also a smooth and pleasant exchange either way this was really
nice i then bottle fed my two babs two bottles of strawberry moo

moo milk then i got them dressed in adorable Onesies

After getting them dressed i got them cozy with some tummy time
i put on a little music so they could fully enjoy their tummy time i



sat in a chair in the corner observing them soon the two started to
crawl towards each other and i smiled seeing them drift into the sea

of little space is so calming to me

Normally these two would be bitter rivals i guess this proves that
they have some form of respect for each other skipping to the next
day i was sorting through Archie &Maxie’s personal items
when i saw that both Archie and Maxie had messages on their
rotom phones detailing something important i took a hesitant breath
and brought their phones to them currently they were enjoying crib
time but when i brought up their messages they’re innocent faces
turned to looks of stern seriousness they read the messages the two

then looked to each other and then to me saying

Archie &Maxie: we need to leave early

I nodded my head and led Archie to my personal shower and i
led Maxie to my spare shower as the two got cleaned up i



prepared their clothing and placed them outside the doors after that
my Pokemon helped me prepare lunch Baskets for everyone soon
Maxie and Archie came into the kitchen they seemed to be

conflicted i turned towards both of them and smiled

Nurse John: Well, are you two all set?

Maxie: yes we just need to pick up our pokemon in your PC
and we’ll be on our way

Archie: we just don’t want to leave though

Nurse John: hehe i can understand that all of my babs want to
stay but sadly that can’t be anyway i made you both these lunch

baskets to eat on your way

Archie and Maxie were stunned by my kindness



The two would retrieve their Pokemon from the PC then turn
towards the door stopping and quickly turning around towards me

I met their gaze with a look of confusion

Nurse John: is there something you both need before you go?

Archie: well it’s just…..

Maxie: your the best Daddy we have ever had and…

Archie: we would really like a goodbye hug

I chuckled and gave the two a warm hug this touching moment
lasted for about 29 minutes after that we went our separate ways i
watched on as both of them signalled for their team’s ride pokemon

and they were off



With the sudden cancelation i now had a lot of free time so as
my Pokemon helped me prepare for the next bab i got little text
messages from Archie and Maxie mainly just checking in and

asking how my day was going

I was glad i had made such an impact on them

End of Episode 3


